Golisano Special Olympics Health Initiative

**The Strategy**

1. **Expand Healthy Athletes & Healthy Communities**
   - 100 Locations

2. **Catalyze and Support Partners to provide inclusive health**
   - Governments, NGO's, Universities
   - 8.5 Million People with ID treated by 170,000 trained doctors

3. **Activate SO Community to Raise Awareness**
   - Training and tools for families and athletes
   - 20 Million people commit to inclusion

**Picture Of Success**

- Best Practices
- Leadership Recognition
- Healthy Athletes
- Healthy Communities
- Technology
- Data
- Organizations/Private Sector
- Government
- Universities

**FUTURE LEGACY**

- Access to government resources
- Medical professionals trained and providing service
- Inclusive programming for all

**TIPPING POINT**

- Access to government resources
- Medical professionals trained and providing service
- Inclusive programming for all

**11 Million**

People with intellectual disabilities with improved access to health

- 1 Million Health Exams Provided
- 1.5 Million People with ID integrated into local health programs
- 8.5 Million People with ID treated by 170,000 trained doctors
- 6 Million People with ID impacted by policy change
- $1.25 Billion Inclusive Programming
- 300 Golisano Health Leaders Recognized Globally
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